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The Technical Rider
for the

Grand Dellusions Show
On the following pages you can find the technical requirements needed to make Scott & Muriel’s Grand
Dellusions Show go smoothly and successfully in your location. We kindly ask you to read through it, fill in the
information requested, sign it and return it to your contact person. For any questions, please contact Scott &
Muriel at +31 - 6 - 2120 4637.
If Dutch Circus and Show.biz is providing the complete theater setup (in other words, we are
bringing the Curtains, Lights, Power Distribution, and Sound System), the following 3 items are
what we need you to provide:
1. A STAGE:
The stage needs to have a free performance area of at least 8 meters wide (including the wings), 6 meters
deep, with 4,1 meters of height above it. The stage itself should be at eye level for the audience so that
everyone in the audience can see the feet of the performers.
Stairs need to be present on the front side of the stage. These will be used by members of the audience as
well as by the performers themselves.
The performance area needs to be clean and free of obstacles at time of arrival of the cast and crew. This
includes cables on the floor, especially between the wings and the stage. Taping them down is not sufficient
due to the nature of the props which can break causing injury to the performers and/or damage to the
props. Therefore the floor of the stage area and the adjoining wings must be cable-free.
A voltage source providing a minimum of 3 x 32A of power.
The necessary build up time for the complete theater setup is around 6 hours The breakdown time after
the show is around 3 hours. The show itself runs about 80 minutes.
2. A DRESSING ROOM:
A dressing room is required. It needs to have access to warm and cold running water, directly lit mirrors,
an AC electrical outlet (220 or 110 volts), 4 chairs and a table. The dressing room needs to be lockable and
off limits to everyone except artists and their crew. The path between the dressing room and stage needs
to be clear of obstacles and out of sight of the public.
3. CATERING:
Catering is required for 4 people. Upon arrival of the cast and crew fresh coffee, water and several liters of
Coke Zero should be available. A hot meal needs to be provided for 4 persons for every mealtime spent at
the theater. Two of these meals need to be fish + vegetables that are lactose free (so no milk, cheese,
whey, butter, or cream, etc..) If this will be a problem, please notify Dutch Circus and Show.biz so that
other arrangements can be made.
If you are supplying the theater, in addition to the items listed above the following items are also
required:

4. CURTAINS:
The standard masking of the theater will be used along with a black backdrop, a front curtain if available,
and - most important and essential to the show - an open and close-able middle curtain (preferably not
black.) The middle curtain should be hung 2 to 3 meters from the front of the stage.
The Organizer needs to provide a Stage Technician to be present for any changing of the curtains deemed
necessary by the crew of the Scott & Muriel. This Stage Technician should be present during the entire build
up period.
A “run around route” is also required, enabling Scott & Muriel to get from backstage to the middle of one
side of the audience without being seen by the audience.
In the case of a open air stage both the performance area and the wings/backstage need to be protected
from the elements.

5. LIGHTING:
A professional light installation of at least 24 kilowatts should be present.
The house lights will be used when there is action in the audience.
A special may be needed to light the appearance of the artists in the audience if this cannot be picked up
by the follow spot.
A top lit special in white, on the stage, audience left side. (Please see the attached drawing.)
A follow spot is also required. It must be at least a1200 HMI lamp or equivalent. This will be operated by
Scott & Muriel’s Lighting Technician.

6. A SOUND SYSTEM:
A professional sound system of 4 to 6 KW needs to be present. The Organizer needs to provide a Sound
Technician. This Sound Technician needs to be present during the build up time, during the run through and
during the show. Scott & Muriel will bring wired/wireless microphones and iPods. These will be operated
from backstage so there will need to be the possibility to plug into the sound system from the stage left
wing. (4 XLR balanced channels plus a clean 220v AC or 110v AC source.)
2 monitors are also needed, one at each side of the stage, preferably flown.

7. AN INTERCOM:
Scott & Muriel’s Stage Manager and Lighting Technician in order that they can communicate with the the
Organizer’s Sound Board Operator and (eventual) Follow Spot operator.

The Public:

GENERAL NOTES:

Because of the ‘magic’ aspect of the show, the audience must be located on the front side of the stage only.
Unauthorized persons and/or members of the audience are not allowed backstage at any time.

Video/Photos:
It is strictly forbidden to take video or photos of Scott & Muriel’s Show without the prior written permission
from Scott & Muriel. The Organizer is responsible for warning the audience of this fact. Furthermore, in
cases of violation, the crew of the Scott & Muriel, in cooperation with the Organizer and security personnel,
are authorized to confiscate any recordings illegally made.

Difficulties:
If there are any problems meeting the technical demands of this Rider please contact Scott & Muriel so that
a possible solution may be found. Thank you very much!

OUR INFO:
Scott & Muriel’s Mobile: +31 - 6 - 2120 4637 • Email: Contact@ScottandMuriel.com

13. THE SIGNATURE:
The Organizer of the event is kindly requested to fill in the information below, sign it, and return this Rider
to Dutch Circus and Show.biz’s Office in France. It is also requested that you to send a signed copy to the
company that will be responsible for the technical/stage production at the location.
I, the Organizer, do herby declare to be in accordance with all the conditions set forth in this Rider and in
the case of problems or deviations I will make contact with Dutch Circus and Show.biz.
Organizer’s Signature: _________________________________ Date: ____________________________
Contact Person at the Location (if different than the Organizer): __________________________________
Telephone No. of the Contact Person: _________________________ Mobile: _______________________

Stage Drawing for the

Grand Dellusions Show
On a stage of at least 8 x 6 meters without wings.
(Top View)

Horizon/Backdrop, very black but able to be well lit.
Height above the stage: 3.5 m minimum
The colored
blocks indicate
the position of
the illusions
before the act

Special, White, Lit from above

Middle curtain, open and
close-able, preferably not
black

6m
minimum

2 to 3 m

Scott & Muriel’s Crown PCC160 Microphone
Stairs

8 m minimum
(Audience)

Lighting Requirements:
A very black backdrop that can be well lit.
A followspot (minimum 1200W HMI)
General lighting on stage, warm white plus some with
blue and red filters.
House lights over the audience.
White special from above, stage right. A special to light
the reappearance of Muriel in the audience.
A Disco/Party/Chase effect.

Sound Requirements:
Scott & Muriel come with iPods and microphones. They
will be control these themselves. They need to be put
backstage on the stage left (audience’s right) side.
To plug into your system they will need 4 XLR
(balanced) cables and a clean power source for sound
(220 or 110 volts) in the stage left wing.
Two monitors in the wings, preferably flown.
Frequencies in use: 315, 418, 774.300 & 775.500 MHz.

Stage Drawing for the

Grand Dellusions Show
On a stage of at least 12 x 6 meters including the wings.
(Top View)
The colored
blocks indicate
the position of
the illusions
before the act

Horizon/Backdrop, very black but able to be well lit.

Height above the stage: 3.5 m minimum

Special, White, Lit from above

6m
minimum

Absolutely
no cables
here

Scott & Muriel’s Crown PCC160 Microphone
Stairs

2.5 m min.

7 to 12 m

2.5 m min.

(Audience)

Lighting Requirements:
A very black backdrop that can be well lit.
A followspot (minimum 1200W HMI)
General lighting on stage, warm white plus some with
blue and red filters.
House lights over the audience.
White special from above, stage right. A special to light
the reappearance of Muriel in the audience.
A Disco/Party/Chase effect.

Sound Requirements:
Scott & Muriel come with iPods and microphones. They
will be control these themselves. They need to be put
backstage on the stage left (audience’s right) side.
To plug into your system they will need 4 XLR
(balanced) cables and a clean power source for sound
(220 or 110 volts) in the stage left wing.
Two monitors in the wings, preferably flown.
Frequencies in use: 315, 418, 774.300 & 775.500 MHz.

